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FOREWORD 

 

 

It is my great pleasure to present this laboratory manual for 

Third year engineering students for the subject of Competitive 

Programming-I. 

 

 

As a student, many of you may be wondering with some of 

the questions in your mind regarding the subject and exactly 

what has been tried is to answer through this manual.  

 

 

As you may be aware that MGM has already been awarded 

with ISO 9001:2015, 140001:2015  certification and it is our 

endure to technically equip our students taking the advantage 

of the procedural aspects of ISO Certification. 

 

 

Faculty members are also advised that covering these aspects 

in initial stage itself, will greatly relived them in future as 

much of the load will be taken care by the enthusiasm 

energies of the students once they are conceptually clear. 

 
 

 

 

Dr. H. H. Shinde 

Principal 
 

 



 

 

LABORATORY MANUAL CONTENTS 

 

 

This manual is intended for the Third year students of 

Computer Science and Engineering in the subject of 

Competitive Programming-I. This manual typically contains 

practical/Lab Sessions related Competitive Programming-I 

covering various aspects related the subject to enhanced 

understanding. 

 

 

Students are advised to thoroughly go through this manual 

rather than only topics mentioned in the syllabus as practical 

aspects are the key to understanding and conceptual 

visualization of theoretical aspects covered in the books. 

 

 

Good Luck for your Enjoyable Laboratory Sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. S N Jaiswal                  Dr. Vijaya Musande 

Subject Teacher         HOD 
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DOs  and DON’Ts in Laboratory: 

 

1.  Make entry in the Log Book as soon as you enter the Laboratory. 

2.  All the students should sit according to their roll numbers starting 

from their left to right. 

3.  All the students are supposed to enter the terminal number in the 

log book. 

4.  Do not change the terminal on which you are working.  

5. All the students are expected to get at least the algorithm of the 

program/concept   to be implemented. 

6.  Strictly observe the instructions given by the teacher/Lab 

Instructor. 

7. Do not disturb machine Hardware / Software Setup. 

 

Instruction for Laboratory Teachers: 

1.  Submission related to whatever lab work has been completed 

should be done during the next lab session along with signing the 

index. 

2.  The promptness of submission should be encouraged by way of 

marking and evaluation patterns that will benefit the sincere students.   

3. Continuous assessment in the prescribed format must be followed. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS  

 

 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:  

 INTEL PENTIUM 915 GV  

 80GB HDD  

 512MB DDR  

 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:  

 C/C++  

 Java  

 Online Competitive Platform like hackerrank, Codechef etc  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

LABORATORY  OUTCOMES 

 

The practical/exercises in this section are psychomotor 

domain Learning Outcomes (i.e. subcomponents of the 

COs), to be developed and assessed to lead to the 

attainment of the competency. 

 
CO-1: Choose and apply basic algorithms to solve complex problems 

 

CO-2: Assess advantages and shortcomings of different data structures and algorithms 

 

CO-3 : Write efficient, reliable and compact code 

 

CO-4: Use efficiently string, sorting and  mathematical library functions 

 

CO-5 : implement the feasible solution strategy using appropriate languages, techniques and 

algorithms 

CO-6: Participate in real programming competitions like TCS codeVita, Google CodeJam, 

Google Kickstart, ACM-ICPC, and many more 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Experiment No: 1 
 
Title: Problem Solving 
 

Objective:  

 To enhance logic building skill 

 To write generalized programs 

Theory/Description: 

Introduction: 

A problem is any unpleasant situation which prevents people from achieving what they want to 

achieve. Any activity to eliminate a problem is termed problem solving. 

The term problem solving means slightly different things depending on the discipline. For instance, it 

is a mental process in psychology and a computerized process in computer science. There are two 

different types of problems, ill-defined and well-defined: different approaches are used for each. 

Well-defined problems have specific goals and clear expected solutions, while ill-defined problems do 

not. Well-defined problems allow for more initial planning than ill-defined problems. Solving 

problems sometimes involves dealing with pragmatics, the way that context contributes to meaning, 

and semantics, the interpretation of the problem. The ability to understand what the goal of the 

problem is, and what rules could be applied, represents the key to solving the problem. Sometimes the 

problem requires abstract thinking or coming up with a creative solution. 

Problem solving skills 

Problem solving skills refers to our ability to solve problems in an effective and timely manner 

without any impediments.and selecting the best alternative, and implementing the selected solution. 

Obtaining a feedback and responding to it appropriately is an essential aspect of problem solving 
skills too. 

We face problems every time. However, some problems are more complex than others. But whether 
you face big problems or small ones, this skill helps solve it effectively. 

Some key problem-solving skills include: 

 Active listening 

 Analysis 

 Research 

 Creativity 

 Communication 

 Dependability 

 Decision making 

 Team-building 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pragmatics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_thinking


 

 

Improving problems solving skill in programming 

1. Read the problem at least three times 

2. Work  through the problem manually with at least three sets of sample data 

3. Simplify and optimize your steps 

4. Write pseudocode 

5.  Translate pseudocode into code and debug 

6. Simplify and optimize your code 

7. Debug 

8. Write useful comments 

9. Get feedback through code reviews 

10. Practice, Practice, Practice…………… 

Guideline to improve programming skill. 

Following diagram helps to improve programming skill. 

 

 

 



 

 

List of Programs for this assignment 

1.  Matrix operations 

Develop a java application to implement different matrix operations. Create a separate 

generalized matrix operation class. This class consist of different methods like 

int [] [] read2DArray(int row,int col) 

void disp2Darray(int [] []) 

int[] [] matrixAdd(int[][],int[][]) 

int[] [] matrixSub(int[][],int[][]) 

int[] [] matrixMul(int[][],int[][]) 

int[] [] matrixTranspose(int[][]) 

int[] [] matrixInverse(int[][]) 

int[] [] matrixSparse(int[][]) 

 

2. Graphics Editor 

Design a simple graphics editor in C. Through  graphics editor user must be able to 

design simple graphic images. Implement four arrow keys to draw pixel in appropriate 

direction. Implement other four keys like Home, End, PgUp  and PgDn to draw in 

diagonal direction.  

3 Text Editor 

Design a simple editor in C. User must be able type the text and perform common 

operation on the text. Editor save the contents in user specified file. 

3. System call Implementation 

Implement the following system calls using Java. 

1. DIR command 

2. Copy Command 

3. Move Command 

4. Printing file on Printer 

5. Display the system properties of the PC 



 

 

  

Journal Write –Up . 

 Introduction  

 Problem solving skills 

 Problem solving skills in programming. 

 Coding Standard 

 For each program write an algorithm 

 

 

 

Conclusion ( must include analysis of program): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Experiment No: 2 
 
Title: Competitive Programming 

Introduction: 

Competitive programming is a mind sport usually held over the Internet or a local network, 

involving participants trying to program according to provided specifications. Contestants are 

referred to as sport programmers. Competitive programming is recognized and supported by 

several multinational software and Internet companies, such as Google and Facebook. There 

are several organizations who host programming competitions on a regular basis. 

A programming competition generally involves the host presenting a set 

of logical or mathematical problems to the contestants (who can vary in number from tens to 

several thousands), and contestants are required to write computer programs capable of 

solving each problem. Judging is based mostly upon number of problems solved and time 

spent for writing successful solutions, but may also include other factors (quality of output 

produced, execution time, program size, etc.) 

‘Competitive Programming’ in summary, is this: “Given well-known Computer Science (CS) 

problems, solve them as quickly as possible!”. 

  

Tips to be Competitive 
If you strive to be like competitive programmers that is, if you want to be selected 

(via provincial/state → national team selections) to participate and obtain a medal in the IOI , 

or to be one of the team members that represents your University in the ACM ICPC or to do 

well in other programming contests—then master the following tips. 

Tip 1: Type Code Faster! 

 

When you can solve the same number of problems as your competitor, it will then be 

down to coding skill (your ability to produce concise and robust code) and ... typing speed. 

Try this typing test at http://www.typingtest.com and follow the instructions there on how to 

improve your typing skill. 

On top of being able to type alphanumeric characters quickly and correctly, you will 

also need to familiarize your fingers with the positions of the frequently used programming 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind_sport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program


 

 

language characters: parentheses () or {} or square brackets [] or angle brackets <>, the 

semicolon ; and colon :, single quotes ‘’ for characters, double quotes “” for strings, the 

ampersand &, the vertical bar or the ‘pipe’ |, the exclamation mark !, etc. 

Tip 2: Quickly Identify Problem Types 

In ICPCs, the contestants (teams) are given a set of problems (≈ 7-12 problems) of 

varying types. From observation of recent ICPC Asia Regional problem sets, problems can be 

categorize as below 

 

Sr No Problem Category 

1 Ad Hoc 

2 Complete Search (Iterative/Recursive)  

3 Divide and Conquer 

4 Greedy 

5 Dynamic Programming 

6 Graph  

7 Mathematics  

8 String Processing 

9 Computational Geometry  

10 Some Harder/Rare Problems 

 

Tip 3: Do Algorithm Analysis 

Once you have designed an algorithm to solve a particular problem in a programming 

contest, you must then ask this question: Given the maximum input bound (usually given in a 

good problem description), can the currently developed algorithm, with its time/space 

complexity, pass the time/memory limit given for that particular problem?. 

Sometimes, there are more than one way to attack a problem. Some approaches may 

be incorrect, others not fast enough, and yet others ‘overkill’. A good strategy is to 

brainstorm for many possible algorithms and then pick the simplest solution that works (i.e. 

is fast enough to pass the time and memory limit and yet still produce the correct answer). 



 

 

By analyzing the complexity of your algorithm with the given input bound and the 

stated time/memory limit, you can better decide whether you should attempt to implement 

your algorithm (which will take up precious time in the ICPCs and IOIs), attempt to improve 

your algorithm first, or switch to other problems in the problem set. 

Tip 4: Master Programming Languages 

There are several programming languages supported in ICPC, including C/C++ and Java. 

Which programming languages should one aim to master?  Prefer C++ with its built-in 

Standard Template Library (STL) but still need to master Java. Even though it is slower, Java 

has powerful built-in libraries and APIs such as BigInteger/BigDecimal, GregorianCalendar, 

Regex, etc. Java programs are easier to debug with the virtual machine’s ability to provide a 

stack trace when it crashes. On the other hand, C/C++ has its own merits as well. Depending 

on the problem at hand, either language may be the better choice for implementing a solution 

in the shortest time. Mastering and understanding the full capability of your favourite 

programming language is also important. 

Tip 5: Master the Art of Testing Code 

Depending on the programming contest, you may or may not get credit for solving the 

problem partially. In ICPC, you will only get points for a particular problem if your team’s 

code solves all the secret test cases for that problem. Other verdicts such as Presentation 

Error (PE), Wrong Answer (WA), Time Limit Exceeded (TLE), Memory Limit Exceeded 

(MLE), Run Time Error (RTE), etc. do not increase your team’s points. In IOI, the subtask 

scoring system is used. Test cases are grouped into subtasks, usually simpler variants of the 

original task with smaller input bounds. You will only be credited for solving a subtask if 

your code solves all test cases in it. You are given tokens that you can use (sparingly) 

throughout the contest to view the judge’s evaluation of your code. 

Tip 6: Practice and More Practice 

Competitive programmers, like real athletes, must train regularly and keep 

‘programming fit’. 

Here is a list of several websites with resources that can help to improve problem solving 

skill. Success comes as a result of a continuous effort to do better yourself. The University of 

Valladolid (UVa, from Spain) Online Judge  contains past ACM contest problems (Locals, 



 

 

Regionals, and up to World Finals) plus problems from other sources, including various 

problems from contests hosted by UVa. You can solve these problems and submit your 

solutions to the Online Judge. 

A great way to improve your skills when learning to code is by solving coding challenges. 

Solving different types of challenges and puzzles can help you become a better problem 

solver, learn the intricacies of a programming language, prepare for job interviews, learn new 

algorithms, and more. Below is a list of some popular coding challenge websites  

1. TopCoder   2. CoderByte 

                  3.  Project Euler   4. HackerRank 

5.  CodeChef   6. CodeEval 

 7.  Codewars     8. LeetCode 

                   9.  SPOJ     10. CodingGame 

      11. HackerEarth   12. Hacker Blocks 

Tip 7: Team Work (for ICPC, Hackathon and other) 

In some competition team has solve the challenge. In such situation understanding 

among the team mate play important. Everyone in team must know the strong and weak area 

of each member. This helps to distribute the task among the team members. Follow the 

following ideas  to enhance the team work and crack the competition. 

 Practice coding on blank paper. (This is useful when your teammate is using the 

computer. When it is your turn to use the computer, you can then just type the code as 

fast as possible rather than spending time thinking in front of the computer.) 

 The ‘submit and print’ strategy: If your code gets an AC verdict, ignore the printout. 

If it still is not AC, debug your code using that printout (and let your teammate uses 

the computer for other problem). Beware: Debugging without the computer is not an 

easy skill to master. 



 

 

 If your teammate is currently coding his algorithm, prepare challenges for his code by 

preparing hard corner-case test data (hopefully his code passes all those). 

 The X-factor: Befriend your teammates outside of training sessions and contests 

Challenging Problems 

1. The 3n + 1 Problem 

Consider the following algorithm to generate a sequence of numbers. Start with an 

integer n. If n is even, divide by 2. If n is odd, multiply by 3 and add 1. Repeat this 

process with the new value of n, terminating when n = 1. For example, the following 

sequence of numbers will be generated for n = 22 

: 22 11 34 17 52 26 13 40 20 10 5 16 8 4 2 1 

It is conjectured (but not yet proven) that this algorithm will terminate at n = 1 for 

every integer n. Still, the conjecture holds for all integers up to at least 1, 000, 000. 

For an input n, the cycle-length of n is the number of numbers generated up to and 

including the 1. In the example above, the cycle length of 22 is 16. Given any two 

numbers i and j, you are to determine the maximum cycle length over all numbers 

between i and j, including both endpoints. 

Input  

The input will consist of a series of pairs of integers i and j, one pair of integers per 

line. All integers will be less than 1,000,000 and greater than 0.  

Output  

For each pair of input integers i and j, output i, j in the same order in which they 

appeared in the input and then the maximum cycle length for integers between and 

including i and j. These three numbers should be separated by one space, with all 

three numbers on one line and with one line of output for each line of input. 

 Sample Input     Sample Output 

1 10     1 10 20 

 100 200    100 200 125 

 201 210     201 210 89 

900 1000     900 1000 174 



 

 

 

2. Jolly Jumper 

A sequence of n > 0 integers is called a jolly jumper if the absolute values of the 

differences between successive elements take on all possible values 1 through n − 1. 

For instance,  1 4  2  3 

 is a jolly jumper, because the absolute differences are 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The 

definition implies that any sequence of a single integer is a jolly jumper. Write a 

program to determine whether each of a number of sequences is a jolly jumper.  

Input  

Each line of input contains an integer n < 3, 000 followed by n integers representing 

the sequence.  

Output  

For each line of input generate a line of output saying “Jolly” or “Not jolly”. 

Sample Input  

4 1 4 2 3 

5 1 4 2 -1 6  

Sample Output  

Jolly  

Not jolly 

 

Conclusion ( must include analysis of program): 

 

Journal Write up 

 Introduction to Competitive Programming 

 Tips and tricks of Competitive Programming 

 Selecting programming language for Competitive Programming 

 Pro’s and con’s of programming languages 

 For each program write an algorithm 

 

  



 

 

Experiment No: 3 
 
Title: Application of Data Structures 

Objective : 

 To study and use C++ Standard Template Library 

 To study and use java.util package 

 

 

Introduction: 

The Java platform includes a collections framework. A collection is an object that 

represents a group of objects (such as the classic Vector class). A collections framework is a 

unified architecture for representing and manipulating collections, enabling collections to be 

manipulated independently of implementation details. 

A collection — sometimes called a container — is simply an object that groups 

multiple elements into a single unit. Collections are used to store, retrieve, manipulate, and 

communicate aggregate data. Typically, they represent data items that form a natural group, 

such as a poker hand (a collection of cards), a mail folder (a collection of letters), or a 

telephone directory (a mapping of names to phone numbers).  

What Is a Collections Framework? 

A collections framework is a unified architecture for representing and manipulating 

collections. All collections frameworks contain the following: 

 Interfaces: These are abstract data types that represent collections. Interfaces allow 

collections to be manipulated independently of the details of their representation. In 

object-oriented languages, interfaces generally form a hierarchy. 

 Implementations: These are the concrete implementations of the collection 

interfaces. In essence, they are reusable data structures. 

 Algorithms: These are the methods that perform useful computations, such as 

searching and sorting, on objects that implement collection interfaces. The algorithms 

are said to be polymorphic: that is, the same method can be used on many different 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/Vector.html


 

 

implementations of the appropriate collection interface. In essence, algorithms are 

reusable functionality. 

Apart from the Java Collections Framework, the best-known examples of collections 

frameworks are the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) and Smalltalk's collection 

hierarchy. Historically, collections frameworks have been quite complex, which gave them a 

reputation for having a steep learning curve.. 

 

Advantages of a collections framework are that it: 

 Reduces programming effort by providing data structures and algorithms so you don't 

have to write them yourself. 

 Increases performance by providing high-performance implementations of data 

structures and algorithms. Because the various implementations of each interface are 

interchangeable, programs can be tuned by switching implementations. 

 Provides interoperability between unrelated APIs by establishing a common language 

to pass collections back and forth. 

 Reduces the effort required to learn APIs by requiring you to learn multiple ad hoc 

collection APIs. 

 Reduces the effort required to design and implement APIs by not requiring you to 

produce ad hoc collections APIs. 

 Fosters software reuse by providing a standard interface for collections and algorithms 

with which to manipulate them. 

The collections framework 

The collection framework in java consist of 

 Collection interfaces. Represent different types of collections, such as sets, lists, and 

maps. These interfaces form the basis of the framework. 

 General-purpose implementations. Primary implementations of the collection 

interfaces. 



 

 

 Legacy implementations. The collection classes from earlier 

releases, Vector and Hashtable, were retrofitted to implement the collection interfaces. 

 Special-purpose implementations. Implementations designed for use in special 

situations. These implementations display nonstandard performance characteristics, usage 

restrictions, or behavior. 

 Concurrent implementations. Implementations designed for highly concurrent use. 

 Wrapper implementations. Add functionality, such as synchronization, to other 

implementations. 

 Convenience implementations. High-performance "mini-implementations" of the 

collection interfaces. 

 Abstract implementations. Partial implementations of the collection interfaces to 

facilitate custom implementations. 

 Algorithms. Static methods that perform useful functions on collections, such as sorting a 

list. 

 Infrastructure. Interfaces that provide essential support for the collection interfaces. 

 Array Utilities. Utility functions for arrays of primitive types and reference objects. Not, 

strictly speaking, a part of the collections framework, this feature was added to the Java 

platform at the same time as the collections framework and relies on some of the same 

infrastructure. 

Interfaces 

The core collection interfaces encapsulate different types of collections, which are 

shown in the figure below. These interfaces allow collections to be manipulated 

independently of the details of their representation. Core collection interfaces are the 

foundation of the Java Collections Framework. As you can see in the following figure, the 

core collection interfaces form a hierarchy. 



 

 

 

The core collection interfaces. 

A Set is a special kind of Collection, a SortedSet is a special kind of Set, and so forth. Note 

also that the hierarchy consists of two distinct trees — a Map is not a true Collection. 

Note that all the core collection interfaces are generic. For example, this is the declaration of 

the Collection interface. 

public interface Collection<E>... 

The <E> syntax tells you that the interface is generic. When you declare a Collection instance 

you can and should specify the type of object contained in the collection. Specifying the type 

allows the compiler to verify (at compile-time) that the type of object you put into the 

collection is correct, thus reducing errors at runtime.  

The core collection interfaces: 

 Collection — the root of the collection hierarchy. A collection represents a group of 

objects known as its elements. The Collection interface is the least common 

denominator that all collections implement and is used to pass collections around and 

to manipulate them when maximum generality is desired. Some types of collections 

allow duplicate elements, and others do not. Some are ordered and others are 

unordered. The Java platform doesn't provide any direct implementations of this 

interface but provides implementations of more specific subinterfaces, such 

as Set and List.  

 Set — a collection that cannot contain duplicate elements. This interface models the 

mathematical set abstraction and is used to represent sets, such as the cards 



 

 

comprising a poker hand, the courses making up a student's schedule, or the processes 

running on a machine. 

 List — an ordered collection (sometimes called a sequence). Lists can contain 

duplicate elements. The user of a List generally has precise control over where in the 

list each element is inserted and can access elements by their integer index (position). 

If you've used Vector, you're familiar with the general flavor of List.  

 Queue — a collection used to hold multiple elements prior to processing. Besides 

basic Collection operations, a Queue provides additional insertion, extraction, and 

inspection operations. 

Queues typically, but do not necessarily, order elements in a FIFO (first-in, first-out) 

manner. Among the exceptions are priority queues, which order elements according to 

a supplied comparator or the elements' natural ordering. Whatever the ordering used, 

the head of the queue is the element that would be removed by a call 

to remove or poll. In a FIFO queue, all new elements are inserted at the tail of the 

queue. Other kinds of queues may use different placement rules. 

Every Queue implementation must specify its ordering properties.  

Deque — a collection used to hold multiple elements prior to processing. Besides 

basic Collection operations, a Deque provides additional insertion, extraction, and 

inspection operations. 

Deques can be used both as FIFO (first-in, first-out) and LIFO (last-in, first-out). In a 

deque all new elements can be inserted, retrieved and removed at both ends.  

Map — an object that maps keys to values. A Map cannot contain duplicate keys; 

each key can map to at most one value. If you've used Hashtable, you're already 

familiar with the basics of Map. 

The last two core collection interfaces are merely sorted versions of Set and Map: 



 

 

 SortedSet — a Set that maintains its elements in ascending order. Several additional 

operations are provided to take advantage of the ordering. Sorted sets are used for 

naturally ordered sets, such as word lists and membership rolls.  

 SortedMap — a Map that maintains its mappings in ascending key order. This is 

the Map analog of SortedSet. Sorted maps are used for naturally ordered collections 

of key/value pairs, such as dictionaries and telephone directories.  

Iterator interface : 

 Iterator is an interface that iterates the elements. It is used to traverse the list and modify the 

elements. Iterator interface has three methods which are mentioned below:  

1. public boolean hasNext() – This method returns true if the iterator has more 

elements. 

2. public object next() – It returns the element and moves the cursor pointer to the next 

element. 

3. public void remove() – This method removes the last elements returned by the 

iterator.  

 

 

 

 

 

Challenging Problems 

1. Poker Hands 

A poker deck contains 52 cards. Each card has a suit of either clubs, diamonds, hearts, 

or spades (denoted C, D, H, S in the input data). Each card also has a value of either 2 

through 10, jack, queen, king, or ace (denoted 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, T, J, Q, K, A). For scoring 

purposes card values are ordered as above, with 2 having the lowest and ace the highest 



 

 

value. The suit has no impact on value. A poker hand consists of five cards dealt from the 

deck. Poker hands are ranked by the following partial order from lowest to highest. 

High Card. Hands which do not fit any higher category are ranked by the value of their 

highest card. If the highest cards have the same value, the hands are ranked by the next 

highest, and so on. 

Pair. Two of the five cards in the hand have the same value. Hands which both contain a pair 

are ranked by the value of the cards forming the pair. If these values are the same, the hands 

are ranked by the values of the cards not forming the pair, in decreasing order. 

Two Pairs. The hand contains two different pairs. Hands which both contain two pairs are 

ranked by the value of their highest pair. Hands with the same highest pair are ranked by the 

value of their other pair. If these values are the same the hands are ranked by the value of the 

remaining card. 

Three of a Kind. Three of the cards in the hand have the same value. Hands which both 

contain three of a kind are ranked by the value of the three cards. 

Straight. Hand contains five cards with consecutive values. Hands which both contain a 

straight are ranked by their highest card. 

Flush. Hand contains five cards of the same suit. Hands which are both flushes are ranked 

using the rules for High Card. 

Full House. Three cards of the same value, with the remaining two cards forming a pair. 

Ranked by the value of the three cards. 

Four of a Kind. Four cards with the same value. Ranked by the value of the four cards. 

Straight Flush. Five cards of the same suit with consecutive values. Ranked by the highest 

card in the hand. 

Your job is to compare several pairs of poker hands and to indicate which, if either, has a 

higher rank. 

Input 

The input file contains several lines, each containing the designation of ten cards: the first 

five cards are the hand for the player named “Black” and the next five cards are the hand for 

the player named “White”. 

Output 

For each line of input, print a line containing one of the following: 



 

 

Black wins. 

White wins. 

Tie. 

Sample Input 

2H 3D 5S 9C KD 2C 3H 4S 8C AH 

2H 4S 4C 2D 4H 2S 8S AS QS 3S 

2H 3D 5S 9C KD 2C 3H 4S 8C KH 

2H 3D 5S 9C KD 2D 3H 5C 9S KH 

Sample Output 

White wins. 

Black wins. 

Black wins. 

Tie. 

2.  Hartals 

Political parties in Bangladesh show their muscle by calling for regular hartals 

(strikes), which cause considerable economic damage. For our purposes, each party may be 

characterized by a positive integer h called the hartal parameter that denotes the average 

number of days between two successive strikes called by the given party. Consider three 

political parties. Assume h1 = 3, h2 = 4, and h3 = 8, where hi is the hartal parameter for party 

i. We can simulate the behavior of these three parties for N = 14 days. We always start the 

simulation on a Sunday. There are no hartals on either Fridays or Saturdays. 

Days 1 
Su 

2 
Mo 

3 
Tu 

4 
We 

5 
Th 

6 
Fr 

7 
Sa 

8 
Su 

9 
Mo 

10 
Tu 

11 
We 

12 
Th 

13 
Fr 

14 
Sa 

Party 1   x   x   x   x   

Party 2    x    x    x   

Party 3        x       

Hartals   1 2    3 4   5   

 
 

There will be exactly five hartals (on days 3, 4, 8, 9, and 12) over the 14 days. There is no 

hartal on day 6 since it falls on Friday. Hence we lose five working days in two weeks. Given 

the hartal parameters for several political parties and the value of N, determine the number of 

working days lost in those N days. 

 
Input 



 

 

The first line of the input consists of a single integer T giving the number of test cases to 

follow. The first line of each test case contains an integer N (7 ≤ N ≤ 3, 650), giving the 

number of days over which the simulation must be run. The next line contains another integer 

P (1 ≤ P ≤ 100) representing the number of political parties. The ith of the next P lines 

contains a positive integer hi (which will never be a multiple of 7) giving the hartal 

parameter for party i (1 ≤ i ≤ P). 

Output 

For each test case, output the number of working days lost on a separate line. 

Sample Input 

2 

14 

3 

3 

4 

8 

100 

4 

12 

15 

25 

40 

Sample Output 

5 

15 

Journal Write up 

Introduction to java collection 

Java collection hierarchy 

Lists 

Map 

Stack 

Queues 

Sets 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Experiment No: 4 
 
Title: Strings and Competitive Programming  
 

Objective:  

 

 To study and use string classes and methods efficiently 

Theory/Description: 

Introduction: 

Text strings are a fundamental data structure of growing importance. Internet search 

engines such as Google search billions of documents almost instantaneously. The sequencing 

of the human genome has given us three billion characters of text describing all the proteins 

we are built from. In searching this string for interesting patterns, we are literally looking for 

the secret of life. 

Many string problems can be easily solved in O(n2) time, but the challenge is to find 

algorithms that work in O(n) or O(n log n) time. For example, a fundamental string 

processing problem is the pattern matching problem: given a string of length n and a pattern 

of length m, our task is to find the occurrences of the pattern in the string. For example, the 

pattern ABC occurs two times in the string ABABCBABC 

The pattern matching problem can be easily solved in O(nm) time by a brute force algorithm 

that tests all positions where the pattern may occur in the string. However, objective is to 

study different efficient algorithms that require only O(n + m) time. 

String terminology 

Zero-based indexing is used in strings. Thus, a string s of length n consists of 

characters s[0],s[1],...,s[n¡1]. The set of characters that may appear in strings is called an 

alphabet. For example, the alphabet {A,B,...,Z} consists of the capital letters of English. 

A substring is a sequence of consecutive characters in a string. We use the notation 

s[a...b] to refer to a substring of s that begins at position a and ends at position b. A string of 

length n has n(nÅ1)/2 substrings. For example, the substrings of ABCD are A, B, C, D, AB, 

BC, CD, ABC, BCD and ABCD. 

A subsequence is a sequence of (not necessarily consecutive) characters in a string in 

their original order. A string of length n has 2n ¡1 subsequences. For example, the 

subsequences of ABCD are A, B, C, D, AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, ABC, ABD, 

ACD, BCD and ABCD. 

A prefix is a substring that starts at the beginning of a string, and a suffix is a 

substring that ends at the end of a string. For example, the prefixes of ABCD are A, AB, 

ABC and ABCD, and the suffixes of ABCD are D, CD, BCD and ABCD.  



 

 

A rotation can be generated by moving the characters of a string one by one from the 

beginning to the end (or vice versa). For example, the rotations of ABCD are ABCD, BCDA, 

CDAB and DABC. 

A period is a prefix of a string such that the string can be constructed by repeating the 

period. The last repetition may be partial and contain only a prefix of the period. For 

example, the shortest period of ABCABCA is ABC. 

A border is a string that is both a prefix and a suffix of a string. For example, the 

borders of ABACABA are A, ABA and ABACABA. Strings are compared using the 

lexicographical order (which corresponds to the alphabetical order).  

 

Java String class methods 

The java.lang.String class provides a lot of methods to work on string. By the help of these 

methods, we can perform operations on string such as trimming, concatenating, converting, 

comparing, replacing strings etc. 

Java String is a powerful concept because everything is treated as a string if you submit any 

form in window based, web based or mobile application. 

The class String includes methods for examining individual characters of the sequence, for 

comparing strings, for searching strings, for extracting substrings, and for creating a copy of a 

string with all characters translated to uppercase or to lowercase. Case mapping is based on 

the Unicode Standard version specified by the Character class. 

The Java language provides special support for the string concatenation operator ( + ), 

and for conversion of other objects to strings. String concatenation is implemented through 

the StringBuilder(or StringBuffer) class and its append method. String conversions are 

implemented through the method toString, defined by Object and inherited by all classes in 

Java. For additional information on string concatenation and conversion, see Gosling, Joy, 

and Steele, The Java Language Specification. 

Unless otherwise noted, passing a null argument to a constructor or method in this class will 

cause a NullPointerException to be thrown. 

A String represents a string in the UTF-16 format in which supplementary characters are 

represented by surrogate pairs (see the section Unicode Character Representations in 

the Character class for more information). Index values refer to char code units, so a 

supplementary character uses two positions in a String. 

The String class provides methods for dealing with Unicode code points (i.e., characters), in 

addition to those for dealing with Unicode code units (i.e., char values). 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/Character.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/NullPointerException.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/Character.html#unicode


 

 

 

Java String class methods 

The java.lang.String class provides many useful methods to perform operations on sequence 

of char values. 

No. Method Description 

1 char charAt(int index)  returns char value for the 

particular index 

2 int length()  returns string length 

3 static String format(String format, Object... 

args)  

returns a formatted string. 

4 static String format(Locale l, String format, 

Object... args)  

returns formatted string with 

given locale. 

5 String substring(int beginIndex)  returns substring for given 

begin index. 

6 String substring(int beginIndex, int endIndex)  returns substring for given 

begin index and end index. 

7 boolean contains(CharSequence s)  returns true or false after 

matching the sequence of char 

value. 

8 static String join(CharSequence delimiter, 

CharSequence... elements)  

returns a joined string. 

9 static String join(CharSequence delimiter, 

Iterable<? extends CharSequence> elements)  

returns a joined string. 

10 boolean equals(Object another)  checks the equality of string 

with the given object. 

11 boolean isEmpty()  checks if string is empty. 

12 String concat(String str)  concatenates the specified 

string. 

https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-charat
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-length
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-format
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-format
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-format
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-format
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-substring
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-substring
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-contains
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-join
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-join
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-join
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-join
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-equals
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-isempty
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-concat


 

 

13 String replace(char old, char new)  replaces all occurrences of the 

specified char value. 

14 String replace(CharSequence old, 

CharSequence new)  

replaces all occurrences of the 

specified CharSequence. 

15 static String equalsIgnoreCase(String another)  compares another string. It 

doesn't check case. 

16 String[] split(String regex) returns a split string matching 

regex. 

17 String[] split(String regex, int limit)  returns a split string matching 

regex and limit. 

18 String intern()  returns an interned string. 

19 int indexOf(int ch) returns the specified char value 

index. 

20 int indexOf(int ch, int fromIndex)  returns the specified char value 

index starting with given index. 

21 int indexOf(String substring)  returns the specified substring 

index. 

22 int indexOf(String substring, int fromIndex)  returns the specified substring 

index starting with given index. 

23 String toLowerCase()  returns a string in lowercase. 

24 String toLowerCase(Locale l)  returns a string in lowercase 

using specified locale. 

25 String toUpperCase()  returns a string in uppercase. 

26 String toUpperCase(Locale l)  returns a string in uppercase 

using specified locale. 

27 String trim()  removes beginning and ending 

spaces of this string. 

28 static String valueOf(int value)  converts given type into string. 

It is an overloaded method. 

 

https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-replace
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-replace
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-replace
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-equalsignorecase
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-split
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-split
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-intern
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-indexof
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-indexof
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-indexof
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-indexof
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-tolowercase
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-tolowercase
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-touppercase
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-touppercase
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-trim
https://www.javatpoint.com/java-string-valueof


 

 

Challenging Problems 

1. Where’s Waldorf? 

Given an m by n grid of letters and a list of words, find the location in the grid at which the 

word can be found. A word matches a straight, uninterrupted line of letters in the grid. A 

word can match the letters in the grid regardless of case (i.e., upper- and lowercase letters are 

to be treated as the same). The matching can be done in any of the eight horizontal, vertical, 

or diagonal directions through the grid. 

Input 

The input begins with a single positive integer on a line by itself indicating the number of 

cases, followed by a blank line. There is also a blank line between each two consecutive 

cases. 

Each case begins with a pair of integers m followed by n on a single line, where 1 ≤ m, n ≤ 50 

in decimal notation. The next m lines contain n letters each, representing the grid of letters 

where the words must be found. The letters in the grid may be in upper- or lowercase. 

Following the grid of letters, another integer k appears on a line by itself (1 ≤ k ≤ 20). The 

next k lines of input contain the list of words to search for, one word per line. These words 

may contain upper- and lowercase letters only – no spaces, hyphens, or other non-alphabetic 

characters. 

Output 

For each word in each test case, output a pair of integers representing its location in the 

corresponding grid. The integers must be separated by a single space. The first integer is the 

line in the grid where the first letter of the given word can be found (1 represents the topmost 

line in the grid, and m represents the bottommost line). The second integer is the column in 

the grid where the first letter of the given word can be found (1 represents the leftmost 

column in the grid, and n represents the rightmost column in the grid). If a word can be found 

more than once in the grid, then output the location of the uppermost occurrence of the word 

(i.e., the occurrence which places the first letter of the word closest to the top of the grid). If 

two or more words are uppermost, output the leftmost of these occurrences. All words can be 

found at least once in the grid. The output of two consecutive cases must be separated by a 

blank line. 

Sample Input 

1 

8 11 

abcDEFGhigg 

hEbkWalDork 

FtyAwaldORm 

FtsimrLqsrc 

byoArBeDeyv 

Klcbqwikomk 



 

 

strEBGadhrb 

yUiqlxcnBjf 

4 

Waldorf 

Bambi 

Betty 

Dagbert 

Sample Output 

2 5 

2 3 

1 2 

7 8 

 

2. Common Permutation 

Given two strings a and b, print the longest string x of letters such that there is a 

permutation of x that is a subsequence of a and there is a permutation of x that is a 

subsequence of b. 

Input 

The input file contains several cases, each case consisting of two consecutive lines. This 

means that lines 1 and 2 are a test case, lines 3 and 4 are another test case, and so on. Each 

line contains one string of lowercase characters, with first line of a pair denoting a and the 

second denoting b. Each string consists of at most 1,000 characters. 

Output 

For each set of input, output a line containing x. If several x satisfy the criteria above, choose 

the first one in alphabetical order. 

Sample Input 

pretty 

women 

walking 

down 

the 

street 

Sample Output 

e 

nw 

et 

 

 

3. Automated Judge Script 



 

 

Human programming contest judges are known to be very picky. To eliminate the need 

for them, write an automated judge script to judge submitted solution runs. Your program 

should take a file containing the correct output as well as the output of submitted program 

and answer either Accepted, Presentation Error, or Wrong Answer, defined as follows: 

Accepted: You are to report “Accepted” if the team’s output matches the standard solution 

exactly. All characters must match and must occur in the same order. 

Presentation Error: Give a “Presentation Error” if all numeric characters match in the same 

order, but there is at least one non-matching non-numeric character. For example, “15 0” and 

“150” would receive “Presentation Error”, whereas “15 0” and “1 0” would receive “Wrong 

Answer,” described below. 

Wrong Answer: If the team output cannot be classified as above, then you have no 

alternative but to score the program a ‘Wrong Answer’. 

Input 

The input will consist of an arbitrary number of input sets. Each input set begins with a line 

containing a positive integer n < 100, which describes the number of lines of the correct 

solution. The next n lines contain the correct solution. Then comes a positive integer m < 

100, alone on its line, which describes the number of lines of the team’s submitted output. 

The next m lines contain this output. The input is terminated by a value of n = 0, which 

should not be processed. No line will have more than 100 characters. 

Output 

For each set, output one of the following: 

Run #x: Accepted 

Run #x: Presentation Error 

Run #x: Wrong Answer 

where x stands for the number of the input set (starting from 1). 

Sample Input 

2 

The answer is: 10 

The answer is: 5 

2 

The answer is: 10 

The answer is: 5 

2 

The answer is: 10 

The answer is: 5 

2 

The answer is: 10 

The answer is: 15 

2 

The answer is: 10 



 

 

The answer is: 5 

2 

The answer is: 10 

The answer is: 5 

3 

Input Set #1: YES 

Input Set #2: NO 

Input Set #3: NO 

3 

Input Set #0: YES 

Input Set #1: NO 

Input Set #2: NO 

1 

1 0 1 0 

1 

1010 

1 

The judges are mean! 

1 

The judges are good! 

0 

Sample Output 

Run #1: Accepted 

Run #2: Wrong Answer 

Run #3: Presentation Error 

Run #4: Wrong Answer 

Run #5: Presentation Error 

Run #6: Presentation Error 

 

4 Doublets 

A doublet is a pair of words that differ in exactly one letter; for example, “booster” 

and “rooster” or “rooster” and “roaster” or “roaster” and “roasted”. You are given a 

dictionary of up to 25,143 lowercase words, not exceeding 16 letters each. You are then given 

a number of pairs of words. For each pair of words, find the shortest sequence of words that 

begins with the first word and ends with the second, such that each pair of adjacent words is a 

doublet. For example, if you were given the input pair “booster” and “roasted”, a possible 

solution would be (“booster,” “rooster,” “roaster,” “roasted”), provided that these words are 

all in the dictionary. 

Input 



 

 

The input file contains the dictionary followed by a number of word pairs. The dictionary 

consists of a number of words, one per line, and is terminated by an empty line. The pairs of 

input words follow; each pair of words occurs on a line separated by a space. 

Output 

For each input pair, print a set of lines starting with the first word and ending with the last. 

Each pair of adjacent lines must be a doublet. If there are several minimal solutions, any one 

will do. If there is no solution, print a line: “No solution.” Leave a blank line between cases. 

Sample Input 

booster 

rooster 

roaster 

coasted 

roasted 

coastal 

postal 

booster roasted 

coastal postal 

Sample Output 

booster 

rooster 

roaster 

roasted 

No solution 

 

Journal Write Up: 

 Concept of String 

 Unicode 

 Immutable String 

 String Comparison 

 String Concatenation 

 Concept of Substring 

 String class methods and its usage 

 StringBuffer class 

 StringBuilder class 

 Creating Immutable class 

 toString() method 

 StringTokenizer class 

 

 



 

 

Experiment No: 5 
 
Title: Application of Sorting Methods 

 

 

Objective:  

 

 To study and apply different sorting algorithms 

 To study and use different sorting libraries in java/c++ 

Theory/Description: 

Introduction: 

Sorting is the most fundamental algorithmic problem in computer science and a rich 

source of programming problems for two distinct reasons. First, sorting is a useful operation 

which efficiently solves many tasks that every programmer encounters. As soon as you 

recognize your job is a special case of sorting, proper use of library routines make short work 

of the problem. Second, literally dozens of different sorting algorithms have been developed, 

each of which rests on a particular clever idea or observation. Most algorithm design 

paradigms lead to interesting sorting algorithms, including divide-and-conquer, 

randomization, incremental insertion, and advanced data structures. Many interesting 

programming/mathematical problems follow from properties of these algorithms.  

 

Sorting Applications 

The key to understanding sorting is seeing how it can be used to solve many important 

programming tasks: 

• Uniqueness Testing — How can we test if the elements of a given collection of items S are 

all distinct? Sort them into either increasing or decreasing order so that any repeated items 

will fall next to each other. One pass through the elements testing if S[i] = S[i + 1] for any 1 ≤ 

i < n then finishes the job. 

• Deleting Duplicates — How can we remove all but one copy of any repeated elements in S? 

Sort and sweep again does the job. Note that the sweeping is best done by maintaining two 

indices — back, pointing to the last element in the cleaned-out prefix array, and i, pointing to 

the next element to be considered. If S[back] <> S[i], increment back and copy S[i] to 

S[back]. 

• Prioritizing Events — Suppose we are given a set of jobs to do, each with its own deadline. 

Sorting the items according to the deadline date (or some related criteria) puts the jobs in the 

right order to process them. Priority queue data structures are useful for maintaining 

calendars or schedules when there are insertions and deletions, but sorting does the job if the 

set of events does not change during execution. 



 

 

• Median/Selection — Suppose we want to find the kth largest item in set S. After sorting the 

items in increasing order, this fellow sits in location S[k]. This approach can be used to find 

(in a slightly inefficient manner) the smallest, largest, and median elements as special cases. 

• Frequency Counting — Which is the most frequently occurring element in S, i.e., the 

mode? After sorting, a linear sweep lets us count the number of times each element occurs. 

• Reconstructing the Original Order— How can we restore the original arrangement of a set 

of items after we permute them for some application? Add an extra field to the data record for 

the item, such that the ith record sets this field to i. Carry this field along whenever you move 

the record, and later sort on it when you want the initial order back. 

• Set Intersection/Union — How can we intersect or union the elements of two containers? If 

both of them have been sorted, we can merge them by repeatedly taking the smaller of the 

two head elements, placing them into the new set if desired, and then deleting the head from 

the appropriate list. 

• Finding a Target Pair — How can we test whether there are two integers x, y ∈  S such that 

x + y = z for some target z? Instead of testing all possible pairs, sort the numbers in increasing 

order and sweep. As S[i] increases with i, its possible partner j such that S[j] = z − S[i] 

decreases. Thus decreasing j appropriately as i increases gives a nice solution. 

• Efficient Searching — How can we efficiently test whether element s is in set S? Sure, 

ordering a set so as to permit efficient binary search queries is perhaps the most common 

application of sorting. Just don’t forget all the others! 

 

Sorting in Java 

Sorting is an essential part of any programming language. Java, no doubt is one of the best 

programming languages. It has various features that make it easy! In java we can , sort Array, 

ArrayList, String, List, Map and Set using sorting classes. 

Sort Array in Java 

Arrays in Java store one or more values of a specific data type and provide indexed access to 

store the same in a single variable. Let’s look at the below code to sort an array in Java in 

ascending order. 

int[] arr = {52,12,2,72,4}; // array of 5 elements 

Arrays.sort(arr); 

Sort ArrayList in Java (String)  

Sorting ArrayList in Java can be easily done by using a simple sort() method. Refer the 

below code to sort ArrayList in Java. 

ArrayList<String> list = new ArrayList<String>(); 

list.add(“anil”); 

https://www.edureka.co/blog/java-array/


 

 

list.add(“kapil”); 

list.add(“bob”); 

Collections.sort(list); 

Challenging Problems 

 

1. Vito’s Family 

The famous gangster Vito Deadstone is moving to New York. He has a very big family there, 

all of them living on Lamafia Avenue. Since he will visit all his relatives very often, he wants 

to find a house close to them. Indeed, Vito wants to minimize the total distance to all of his 

relatives and has blackmailed you to write a program that solves his problem. 

Input 

The input consists of several test cases. The first line contains the number of test cases. For 

each test case you will be given the integer number of relatives r (0 < r < 500) and the street 

numbers (also integers) s1, s2, . . . , si, . . . , sr where they live (0 < si < 30, 000). Note that 

several relatives might live at the same street number. 

Output 

For each test case, your program must write the minimal sum of distances from the optimal 

Vito’s house to each one of his relatives. The distance between two street numbers si and sj is 

dij = |si − sj |. 

Sample Input 

2 

2 2 4 

3 2 4 6 

Sample Output 

2 

4 

2. Bridge 

A group of n people wish to cross a bridge at night. At most two people may cross at any 

time, and each group must have a flashlight. Only one flashlight is available among the n 

people, so some sort of shuttle arrangement must be arranged in order to return the flashlight 

so that more people may cross. Each person has a different crossing speed; the speed of a 

group is determined by the speed of the slower member. Your job is to determine a strategy 

that gets all n people across the bridge in the minimum time. 

Input 



 

 

The input begins with a single positive integer on a line by itself indicating the number of test 

cases, followed by a blank line. There is also a blank line between each two consecutive 

inputs. The first line of each case contains n, followed by n lines giving the crossing times for 

each of the people. There are not more than 1,000 people and nobody takes more than 100 

seconds to cross the bridge. 

Output 

For each test case, the first line of output must report the total number of seconds required for 

all n people to cross the bridge. Subsequent lines give a strategy for achieving this time. Each 

line contains either one or two integers, indicating which person or people form the next 

group to cross. Each person is indicated by the crossing time specified in the input. Although 

many people may have the same crossing time, this ambiguity is of no consequence. Note 

that the crossings alternate directions, as it is necessary to return the flashlight so that more 

may cross. If more than one strategy yields the minimal time, any one will do. The output of 

two consecutive cases must be separated by a blank line. 

Sample Input                        Sample Output 

 

1    17 

1    2 

4 

1 

2 

5 

10 

17 

1 2 

1 

5 10 

2 

1 2 

Journal Write Up: 

 Introduction 

 Sorting Application 

 Sorting Algorithms (describe any two with example) 

 Comparison of sorting algorithm 

 Binary search 

 Role of sorting libraries in competitive programming 

 How to select sorting method for a particular problem? 

 Conclusion 



 

 

 

Experiment No: 6 
 
Title: Mathematical Libraries and Competitive Programming 
 

Objective:  

 To efficiently use mathematical libraries 

 

Theory/Description: 

Introduction: 

The appearance of mathematics-related problems in programming contests is not 

surprising since Computer Science is deeply rooted in Mathematics. The term ‘computer’ 

itself comes from the word ‘compute’ as computer is built primarily to help human compute 

numbers. Many interesting real life problems can be modeled as mathematics problems. 

Recent ICPC problem sets (especially in Asia) usually contain one or two 

mathematics problems. Recent IOIs usually do not contain pure mathematics tasks, but many 

tasks do require mathematical insights. 

 

Ad Hoc Mathematics Problems 

The Ad Hoc mathematics problems are programming contest problems that require no 

more than basic programming skills and some fundamental mathematics. As there are still too 

many problems in this category, we further divide them into sub-categories, as shown below. 

 The Simpler Ones—just a few lines of code per problem to boost confidence. These 

problems are for those who have not solved any mathematics-related problems before. 

Mathematical Simulation (Brute Force) 

The solutions to these problems can be obtained by simulating the mathematical process. 

Usually, the solution requires some form of loops.  

Example: Given a set S of 1M random integers and an integer X.  

How many integers in S are less than X?  

Answer: 

Brute force, scan all the 1M integers and count how many of them are less than X. 

This is slightly faster than sorting the 1M integers first.  

Finding Pattern or Formula 

These problems require the problem solver to read the problem description carefully to spot 

the pattern or simplified formula. Attacking them directly will usually result in TLE verdict. 

The actual solutions are usually short and do not require loops or recursions.  

Example: Let set S be an infinite set of square integers sorted in increasing 

order: {1, 4, 9, 16, 25, . . . }.  



 

 

Given an integer X (1 ≤ X ≤ 1017), determine how many integers in S are less than X? 

Answer: Square root of(X – 1) 

 Grid 

These problems involve grid manipulation. The grid can be complex, but the grid follow 

some primitive rules. The ‘trivial’ 1D/2D grid are not classified here. The solution usually 

depends on the problem solver’s creativity on finding the patterns to manipulate/navigate the 

grid or in converting the given one into a simpler one. 

Number Systems or Sequences 

Some Ad Hoc mathematics problems involve definitions of existing (or fictional) Number 

Systems or Sequences and our task is to produce either the number (sequence) within some 

range or the n-th one, verify if the given number (sequence) is valid according to definition, 

etc. Usually, following the problem description carefully is the key to solving the problem. 

But some harder problems require us to simplify the formula first. Some well-known 

examples are: 

1. Fibonacci numbers :0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, . . . 

2. Factorial :1, 1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040, 40320, 362880, . . . 

3. Derangement : 1, 0, 1, 2, 9, 44, 265, 1854, 14833, 133496, . . . 

4. Catalan numbers : 1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862, . . . 

5. Arithmetic progression series: a1, (a1 + d), (a1 + 2 × d), (a1 + 3 × d), . . ., e.g. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, . . . that starts with a1 = 1 and with difference of d = 1 between 

consecutive terms. The sum of the first n terms of this arithmetic progression series  

Sn = n/2 × (2 × a1 + (n − 1) × d). 

6. Geometric progression series, e.g. a1, a1 × r, a1 × r2, a1 × r3, . . ., e.g. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 

64, 128, 256, 512, . . . that starts with a1 = 1 and with common ratio r = 2 between 

consecutive terms. The sum of the first n terms of this geometric progression series  

    Sn = a × (1−rn   )/ (1−r ) 

Logarithm, Exponentiation, Power 

These problems involve the (clever) usage of log() and/or exp() function. Some of the 

important ones are shown below. 

• Polynomial 

These problems involve polynomial evaluation, derivation, multiplication, division, etc. We 

can represent a polynomial by storing the coefficients of the polynomial’s terms sorted by 

their powers (usually in descending order). The operations on polynomial usually require 

some careful usage of loops. 

• Base Number Variants 

These are the mathematical problems involving base number, but they are not the standard 

conversion problem that can be easily solved with Java BigInteger technique 

Just Ad Hoc 

These are other mathematics-related problems that cannot be classified yet as one of the sub-

categories above. 



 

 

 

Number Theory 

Mastering as many topics as possible in the field of number theory is important as 

some mathematics problems becomes easy (or easier) if you know the theory behind the 

problems. Otherwise, either a plain brute force attack leads to a TLE response or you simply 

cannot work with the given input as it is too large without some pre-processing. 

 Prime Numbers 

A natural number starting from 2: {2, 3, 4, . . .} is considered as a prime if it is only divisible 

by 1 or itself. The first (and the only even) prime is 2. The next prime numbers are: 3, 5, 7, 

11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, . . . , and infinitely many more primes. There are 25 primes in range [0 

. . . 100], 168 primes in [0 . . . 1000], 1000 primes in [0 . . . 7919], 1229 primes in [0 . . . 

10000], etc... 

Prime number is an important topic in number theory and the source for many programming 

problems.  

 

Java BigInteger Class 

Basic Features 

When intermediate and/or final results of an integer-based mathematics computation 

cannot be stored in the largest built-in integer data type and the given problem does not use 

any modulo arithmetic technique, we have to resort to BigInteger (sometimes also called as 

BigNum) libraries. A simple example: try to compute 25! (factorial of 25). The result is 

15,511,210,043,330,985,984,000,000 which is beyond the capacity of 64-bit unsigned long 

long in C/C++. The way the BigInteger library works is to store the big integer as a (long) 

string. For example we can store 1021 inside a string num1 = 

“1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000” without problem whereas this is already overflow in a 64-

bit unsigned long long in C/C++. Then, for common mathematical operations, the BigInteger 

library uses a kind of digit by digit operations to process the two big integer operands. For 

example with num2 = “17”, we have num1 * num2 as: 

num1 = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 

num2 =                                                17 

---------------------------------------------- * 

             7,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 

             10,000,000,000,000,000,000,00 

---------------------------------------------- + 

num1 * num2 = 17,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 

Addition and subtraction are two simpler operations in BigInteger. Multiplication takes a bit 

more programming job. Efficient division and raising number to a certain power are more 

complicated. Anyway, coding these library routines in C/C++ under stressful contest 

environment can be a buggy affair, even if we can bring notes containing such C/C++ library 



 

 

in ICPC. Fortunately, Java has a BigInteger class that we can use for this . The Java 

BigInteger (BI) class supports the following basic integer operations:  

addition – add(BI), subtraction – subtract(BI), multiplication – multiply(BI), division – 

divide(BI), remainder – remainder(BI), combination of division and remainder – 

divideAndRemainder(BI), modulo – mod(BI) (slightly different to remainder(BI)), and power 

– pow(int exponent). 

 

Miscellaneous Mathematics Problems 

In this section, we list down a few more mathematics problems that have been used a 

few times in some programming contests. Mastering the solutions for these problems can be 

an advantage if you are given similar problem or problem that uses these knowledge as part 

of solution for the problem.  

Combinatorics 

Combinatorics is a branch of discrete mathematics concerning the study of finite or 

countable discrete structures. Programming problems involving combinatorics usually titled 

‘How Many [Object]’, ‘Count [Object]’, etc, although some problem setters choose to hide 

this fact from their problem title. The code is usually short, but finding the recurrence 

formula takes some mathematics brilliance and patience. In ICPC, if such problem exists in 

the given problem set, ask one team member to derive the formula whereas the other two 

concentrates on other problems. Quickly code the usually short formula once it is obtained. 

Cycle-Finding 

Cycle-finding  

Cycle-finding is a problem of finding a cycle in a sequence of iterated function values.  

For any function f : S → S and any initial value x0 ∈  S, the sequence of iterated function 

values: x0, x1 = f(x0), x2 = f(x1), . . . , xi = f(xi−1), . . . must eventually use the same value 

twice (cycle), i.e. ∃ i _= j such that xi = xj . Once this happens, the sequence must repeat the 

cycle of values from xi to xj−1. We let μ as the smallest index i and let λ (the loop length) be 

the smallest positive integer such that xμ = xμ+λ. The cycle-finding is the problem of finding 

μ and λ, given f and x0. 

 

Probability Theory 

Probability Theory is a branch of mathematics concerned with analysis of random 

phenomena. Although an event like an individual coin toss is random, if it is repeated many 

times the sequence of random events will exhibit certain statistical patterns, which can be 

studied and predicted. In programming contests, such problems are either solve-able with 

some closed-form formula, or one has no choice than to enumerate the complete search 

space. 

Linear Algebra 

A linear equation is defined as an equation where the order of the unknowns (variables) is 

linear 



 

 

(a constant or a product of a constant plus the first power of an unknown), e.g. X + Y = 2. 

System of linear equations is defined as a collection of n unknowns (variables) in n linear 

equations, e.g. X + Y = 2 and 2X + 5Y = 6, where the solution is X = 11 

3 , Y = 2 

3. Notice the 

difference to the linear diophantine equation as the solution for system of linear equations 

can be non-integers! 

There are several ways to find the solution for a system of linear equations. One of them is 

‘Gaussian Elimination’. 
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Experiment No: 7 
 
Title: Recursion and Induction Problems 

 

Objective:  

 To efficiently use recursion  
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Experiment No: 8 
 
Title: TCS Code-Vita 
 

Objective:  

 To familiar with pattern of TCS CodeVita contest 
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Experiment No: 9 
 
Title: National / International Programming Competitions 

 

Objective:  

 To encourage students to participate programming cometitions 
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